RAINBOW IDEAS

– w/c 18th May

The SAME:
1. MAKE or BAKE Challenge - say THANKYOU to someone somehow
We have organised Street Bingo where I live every Friday, with strict social distancing. We donate
prizes to say thank you to everyone for their support. Prizes include home baked cookies and flowers
picked from the front gardens on the street.

2. Take part in THANK YOU Thursdays with the GREAT BRITISH
SINGALONG @ 9am and CLAPPING for the NHS @ 8pm

I will be singing with Radio1; Radio 2; 6 Music; 1Xtra and the Asian Network in the morning and
clapping along with my neighbours from my front garden in the evening (actually I bang a pan with a
spoon instead!)

3. READ a poem – maybe LEARN it BY HEART
Some wise words from Winnie the Pooh, ‘IF EVER THERE IS A TOMORROW…’

4. LEARN something NEW

More DIY this week as I learn to paint the shed

5. Some CULTURE in QUARANTINE

This week the gift of art from Damien Hirst - he has created a new rainbow artwork to show support
for the NHS in the current Coronavirus crisis. The work, titled Butterfly Rainbow is made up of bands
of coloured butterfly wings, one of the artist’s best know motifs.

http://www.damienhirst.com/news/2020/damien-hirst-creates-rainbow-artworkfor-the-ns

DIFFERENT:
1. Getty Art Challenge. Follow the link below and see if you can create an artistic masterpiece
with your household items!

https://time.com/5812437/getty-museum-challenge/

2. Book Cover Challenge.

Now do something similar for a book cover – please share these with
us on Monday 1st June ready for Marazion Book Day on Tuesday 2nd June

3. It’s Marazion World Book Day on Tuesday 2nd June - talk about your
favourite book with family and friends
4. Explore the BBC sport archives with Radio 5 Live ‘Replay’
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06qbzmj

Last week I listened to Gold for the GB Women’s Cycling Pursuit Squad at London 2012

5. Be active!

Last week I was practising for Sports Day!

As usual, I will be posting Rainbow Ideas catch up during this
week!
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